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Nematic ordering problem as the polymer problem
of the excluded volume
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Abstract: Based on a solution of the polymer excluded volume problem, a technique

is proposed to estimate some parameters at the isotropic-nematic liquid crystal phase

transition (the product of the volume fraction of hard sticks and the ratio of the stick

length, L, to its diameter, D; the maximum value of this ratio at which one cannot

regard the stick as hard). The critical exponents are estimated. The transition of a

swelling polymer coil to ideal is revealed as the polymerization degree of a macromolecule

increases. The entanglement concentration obtained agrees with experimental data for

polymers with ®exible chains. The number of monomers between neighbor entanglements

is assumed to be the ratio L=D. A comparison of the theory with other ones and recent

experimental data is made.
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1 Introduction

In 1966, while deciding the so-called excluded volume problem, M. Fisher obtained an

expression for the probability density of self-avoiding walks, that is, for the distribution

function of polymer chain ends [1]. He assumed that the generating function P(· , r) of

polymer statistics was roughly analogous to the pair correlation function G(r, 1/T) of the

two-dimensional Ising model in zero ¯eld, as it followed from Onsager’s exact solution.

There · was the ratio of the chemical potential of a chain monomer to temperature, T ,

which was expressed in energy units; r was the distance between correlated points.

The subsequent extending of the theory was connected with P.-G. de Gennes [2]. Using

the Wilson renormalization method [3], he showed that the polymer excluded volume
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problem could be decided in frameworks of the °uctuation theory of phase transitions

and critical phenomena. The Hamiltonian of the task was chosen in the form suggested

by Ginzburg and Landau for the phenomenological theory of superconductivity.

The main assumption made in the present study is to regard the Fisher distribution

as only one factor in the expression of a full probability for polymer statistics. The second

factor can be taken into account by the way we will demonstrate below. As a result we

are going to estimate some parameters of the isotropic-nematic liquid crystal (LC) phase

transition such as i) the product of the volume fraction of hard sticks and the ratio of

the stick length, L, to its diameter, D; ii) the maximum value of this ratio at which one

cannot regard the stick as hard. The suggested method will lead to better understanding

of both polymer and LC problems.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Pair correlation function of the space-density correlation

We are going to consider the pair-correlation function of the space-density correlation

for a polymer chain with the excluded volume. The study is based on the following

assumption: all probability (density) distribution functions have a very sharp maximum.

In that case, we can replace variables by their mean values. The shape of the function

for the excluded volume problem has been discussed by Fisher [1]. He has shown that

in this case the generating function must decay exponentially as the end-to-end distance

tends to in¯nity.

Let us de¯ne the pair correlation function g(R) = hn(0)n(R) ¡ hni2i=hni for short

wave lengths

kR > 1 (1)

as follows [4]:

g(R) = hni¡1j
Z

(2 º )
¡d

exp(ikR)hn iddkj2: (2)

Here and below we suppose that R is the radius vector between two monomers located

far from each other along the chain; j R j = aN º , that is, a correlation radius ¹ ¹ R is

the single scale distance for the system involved; ¸ is the critical exponent [1-3]; a is the

monomer diameter (the lattice constant); k is the wave vector;

hni = N=R
d

(3)

is the mean concentration of the chain monomers inside the polymer coil; d is the space

dimension.

In order to ¯nd g(R); it is necessary to de¯ne hn i. We choose the Debye structural

factor, 4d=(ka)2, for wave vectors

N (ka)
2 ¾ 1 (4)
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as a probe function for hnki. In order to estimate the integral (2) in a simple way, we

write the equation (6), which is true if

ka ½ 1 (5)

hn i ¹ 1=(exp( ³ ) ¡ 1) =
1X

N=1

exp( ¡ ³ N ) (6)

where

³ = (ka)
2
=(2d): (7)

In that case, we can obtain the following equation for g(R) by integrating (2) over angles:

g(R) ¹ a
¡4R¡2hni¡1j

1Z

0

1X

N=1

sin(kR)kd¡2exp( ¡ N (ka)2=(2d))dkj2: (8)

We do not write a constant in (8) since the estimation (6) of hn i is not correct when

k!0 (see (4) and (1)). We will calculate the constant below.

In (2) we change the order of the integration and the summation, integrate over dk,

then replace the summation over N by the integration over dN between the limits of 0 to

1, since the integrant converges. As a result, we ¯nd the well-known (if d = 3, ¸ =0.5 )

expression for the Debye correlation function in the coordinate space:

g(R) ¹ a
¡4R¡2hni¡1 = a¡4Rd¡2=N = 1=a2r (9)

where r ¹ aN 1¡º and we used (3). However, if ¸ > 0:5, then r ½ R; since N ¾ 1.

That means that there exists a °uctuation attraction between the chain ends, owing to

screening the volume interactions, since the end monomers seem to repulse approximately

two times weaker than other monomers. The mechanism of the interaction in polymer

solutions was described elsewhere [5]. The attraction compresses the coil in one direc-

tion. Consequently, its shape looks like an oblate, spherical ellipsoid. Let us estimate

the maximum gyration radius rg from the third invariant of the deformation tensor as

R3 ¹ rr2
g and ¯nd that

rg ¹ aN 2º¡0:5: (10)

We emphasize that real polymer chains can be broken by thermal °uctuations if (10)

is not satis¯ed. Otherwise, the formula (10) is a condition for the invariant theory.

Let us continue to study properties of the probability density [1]:

pN (r) ¹= B=Rd(r=R)’exp( ¡ (r=R)
1=(1¡º)

) (11)

where B¡1= (2 º ¸ )
1=2

(1 ¡ ¸ )
1=º

¡(1=¸ )Sd; Sd= 2 º d=2=¡(d=2) is the surface area of the d-

dimensional sphere of unit radius; and

’ = 0:5=(1 ¡ ¸ ) + 1=¸ ¡ d: (12)

We will use the \symmetrical" function (11), although we have found that the coil

shape is asymmetric, for the following reason. A priori the function P(0, r) is not known.
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One may suppose that the function is \symmetrical," since the space is isotropic at large

scales. If we introduce the two mean scale lengths r and rg (respectively, parallel and

perpendicular to the ¯eld compressing the coil), then one can obtain probability density

distribution functions, as well as the function (11) [1]. However, in that case r becomes

a function of R, and the exponent ’ depends on the details of de¯ning r and rg . We

will use the simplest function (11). The rest parameters of the model can be found from

the invariants of the deformation tensor. If ¶ = rg=R ¾ 1, then the ¯rst invariant I1 is

proportional to 2 ¶ and the second invariant I2 ¹ ¶ 2 = R=r (see (10)).

In (11) one should substitute rg for r because this formula is asymptotically true by

de¯nition [1], if the ratio of the radii

r=R > 1: (13)

Only rg can satisfy the condition, however; the rest parameters such as r and R do not.

Thus, we can draw an important conclusion: the Fisher distribution does not correspond

to the probability density of the end-to-end distance. The mean end-to-end distance is

r ¹ aN 1¡º .

2.2 Calculation of the critical exponent of the correlation radius; a ther-

modynamic consideration

The logarithm of the function (11) is proportional to · N, in accordance with the origin

of the function [1]. However, in practice we study the system with N = const, but not

with · = const. This thermodynamic condition results in the \renormalization" of the

chemical potential (see, for example [6])

· ¹ N ¡1 (14)

where the critical exponent ¬ may be expressed as [3]

¬ = 2 ¡ ¸ d: (15)

Substituting (10) for r in (11) and using (14), one can ¯nd that

¬ = ( ¸ ¡ 1=2)=(1 ¡ ¸ ): (16)

We determine ¸ from (15) and (16). If d = 3 it is equal to 1 ¡ 6¡1=2 º 0:5918, and is in

a good agreement with the value of ¸ º 0:5918 received by the second order " - expansion

[3], if the number of components of an ordering ¯eld n = 0. (The value of ¸ < 1 should

be chosen, since the polymer chain can not be longer than its length ¹ aN.) Using other

considerations, the author [7] has obtained a similar estimation. Note that the recent

methods [8-10] have given values of the critical exponents not much di®erent from the

ones calculated here and below. However, the discussion of the special question is outside

the scope of this paper.
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2.3 Estimation of the critical exponent evaluating the total number of

self-avoiding walks

If we de¯ne the square of the ordering parameter about the critical point as ( · cr = 0;

where one can take R ¹ ¹ ! 1)

W 2 =
Z

pN (r) ¯ (r ¡ rg)dr=(hnig(R)ad) ¹ N
¡º+’(º¡0:5) ¹ N ¡2¯ (17)

then one may obtain the critical exponent  :

2 = ¸ ¡ ’( ¸ ¡ 0:5): (18)

Comparing the de¯nition with the conventional expression [3]

2 = ¸ (d ¡ 2 + ² )

we see that

² = ¡ ’( ¸ ¡ 0:5)=¸ : (19)

Finally, one can ¯nd the exponent, ® , since [3]

® = ¸ (2 ¡ ² ): (20)

Substituting (19) for ² in (20) we obtain

® ¡ 1 = 2( ¸ ¡ 0:5) ¡ ¸ ² = ( ¸ ¡ 0:5)(2 + ’): (21)

Using (12) and the estimation of ¸ = 1-6 ¡1=2, ® º 1.1757 and agrees with the value

of 1.1758 obtained by the second order " - expansion [3], if n = 0.

It should be noted that we de¯ne the ordering parameter (17) as the ratio of the two

probabilities, pN(rg)Rd=N and g(R)ad, that is, W 2 is the probability to ¯nd the gyration

radius rg for the swelling coil if the end-to-end distance is r.

We have just modi¯ed the Fisher method. Note that g(R), by its de¯nition [4], satis¯es

the condition to locate the di®erent monomers in di®erent sites of the lattice. Let us write

the value of ² º 0.0132 using (19). The "-expansion results in ² º 1=64 º 0:0156[2].

2.4 Another de¯nition of g(R)

We may substitute (7) for ³ in (6) and, using hn i ¹ 1=³ when ³ ! 0, obtain gN(R) =

g(R)=N for 2 < d < 4 by ful¯lling the procedures used above:

gN (R) = (2C 0)a¡4
R¡2hni¡1j

1Z

q

dksin(kR)k
d¡4j2

where qR > 1. Integrating by parts and neglecting the term with the greatest degree of

R¡1 one may ¯nd

gN (R) = C 0a¡4
R¡4hni¡1q2(d¡4) (22)
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where

C 0 = S2
d(2d)2=2(2 º )2d: (23)

If the maximum of rg is expressed as the reciprocal value of the minimum of the wave

vector 1/(aq) ¹ r g=R; then aq ¹ N 0:5¡º, and gN(R) in (22) is proportional to g(R)=N .

The value of q satis¯es the conditions (1), (4), and (5). Consequently, only now can we

try to estimate the constant in (8).

Note that the factor (2 º )¡2d in (23) comes from the density of states in the momentum

space. This contradicts the de¯nition W 2 as a condition probability. In that case, one

should get the probability from the probability density. Therefore, we sum over all states

of a wave vector. The following equation for the adjusting constant C (see below) of the

functions, g(R) and gN(R), can then be written:

C = S2
d(2d)2=2: (24)

3 Conclusions: estimations of the entanglement concentration

and parameters of transition to the LC state

Since we de¯ned g(R)a3 = gN (R)Na3 above as a probability, it cannot be > 1. Let us

regard g(R)a3=N as a probability of the binary collision of the chain monomers. We may

determine Ne from the expression with the help of (9), (22), and (24) and obtain

Ne = C1=(2¡º)º 283: (25)

This means that, in general, for low enough values of the polymerization degree,

the probability that two di®erent end monomers of the chain interact is equal to 1, if

two-particle collisions take place.

We regard Ne as a value that can correspond to the number of the monomer between

(self-)entanglements of the chain. The reason for this follows. We know that the parame-

ter Ne is used in studying both the high frequency elastic responses of polymer melt and

the low frequency viscous properties. The behavior is possible if Ne is a thermodynamic

parameter, such as temperature or pressure. Therefore, it must certainly be de¯ned in

our theory.

Experimental data show [6, 11] that Ne = 50-300. This is the ¯rst argument for the

use of the constant (24).

The second argument can be obtained from the following considerations. For high

enough N; we suppose that the system shall become unstable. Then the transition to an

ideal coil will occur, and W 2 will not depend on N . If W 2
cr = (B=C)2, then W = Wcr at

Ncr = (C=B)1=(2¯) º 8£10 6. On the other hand, g(R)a3 cannot be > 1. Consequently,

the formula lnC = (1 - ¸ ) lnN gives the value of Ncr for an ideal coil if ¸ = 0.5 : Ncr = C2

º 8£10 6. Thus the chain screens its volume interactions and transforms from the swelling

state to the ideal coil at Ncr.

At last, let us obtain the parameters of the transition to the LC state. The value Ne

is calculated from the determination of the probability of the binary collision of the chain
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monomers, if the two monomers do not occupy the same site of the lattice. At N < Ne

the probability is one by its de¯nition. We suppose that sticks with the length-diameter

ratio L=D proportional to Ne can form the nematic ordering phase, since the viscosity

of polymer melt is proportional to N in this case. The volume fraction of the sticks may

be found from (3) as ©nematic = hnia3 = N 1¡ºd
e . The product of the volume fraction and

Ne is

© = N e = 3:6

and must be compared with the value ©nematic L/D = 4.5 from Onsager theory [12] or

with other models [5].

According to our consideration, Ne is a parameter of °exibility and the value L=D =

Ne = 283 is the maximum, above which one cannot regard the stick as hard.

Thus, the estimations for the LC task may be obtained from other ¯elds of statistical

physics. This is the important result of the present work, since the suggested method

enables the solution of di®erent problems from varied ¯elds of statistical physics.

The recent SANS experimental data [13] con¯rm the result obtained above. At low

temperatures, the exponents of the scaling laws of the dependence of gyration radii

on polymer molecular weight, in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the di-

rector of the studied nematic phase, are measured as follows: ¸ jj º 0.66 § 0.02 and

¸ ? º 0.46 § 0.02 . These values are close to the polymeric exponents: 2 ¸ -0.5 and 1-̧ .

As the temperature increases, ¸ jj and ¸ ? tend to 0:5 when the nematic{isotropic phase

transition occurs. A similar e®ect has been described above for the polymer system: the

polymerization degree increase is the prime cause for the transition to the isotropic state.

In conclusion, let us turn brie°y to the question of using the suggested technique for

any probability (density) distribution function. Following Fisher’s method [1], one can see

that the generating function must decay exponentially as the end-to-end distance tends

to in¯nity. As an example, a Gaussian distribution satis¯es the condition. However,

the consideration of three-particle collisions of monomers results in some logarithmic

factors [6]. Even if they can be neglected, the conditions (1), (4), and (5) can restrict the

possible use of the distribution. Thus, in a general case, the question needs a separate

investigation.
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